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Project Goal

- Create a dynamic website with images and videos of Lincoln artifacts
Technologies

- WordPress
- JavaScript
- HTML5
- CSS3
- Server
WordPress Site

- Mural theme
- Responsive design
- Search
The Virginia Center for Civil War Studies presented a symposium entitled “Lincoln In Our Time” in honor of the 150th anniversary of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. An exhibit was set up from March 1, 2015 to April 15, 2015, in Virginia Tech’s Newman Library so students could further explore the story of Lincoln.

The exhibit contained information about Lincoln in the form of text as well as media. In addition, the exhibit showcased many artifacts from Lincoln’s life. This website includes presentations created by Virginia Tech history students explaining the artifacts and how they relate to Lincoln’s life.
Home Page

- Image slider with controls
- Link to artifacts page
- Search bar
Artifacts Page

- Dynamic tiles
- Title and description on hover
- Link to content on click
- Lightbox view of image/video
Artifacts

● Social media integration
  ○ Twitter
  ○ Facebook
  ○ Google+

● Embedded media
  ○ YouTube videos
  ○ Prezis
Lincoln's Assassination at Ford Theater

As told by Jeannie Struthers
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